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Finally - A Business-first Approach to Application Development

CorasNow transforms the way organizations get applications into the hands of business users.  It’s no longer 
about lengthy requirements docs, long development cycles, or shadow IT. It’s now about agility, flexibility, speed, 
visibility, and giving business users exactly what they need, when and how they need it.

CorasNow is a cloud-based business application platform that fundamentally changes how organizations discover, 
build, and share applications.  With CorasNow, users can start realizing immediate business value through rich, 
data-driven applications that take advantage of new cloud models and tools.
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Get immediate access to rich, 
data-driven apps through our 
public and private app stores. 
Solve your business needs right 
now by selecting from a diverse 
inventory of apps.

Reduce application development  
time by 75% using our “Zero 
Requirements” model.  Replace 
lengthy requirements and 
development cycles with rapid 
prototyping and modeling, 
enabled by our “no code” Visual 
Application Builder.

Turn business users into app 
builders  by giving them access to 
our drag-and-drop, no-code Visual 
Application Builder.  No developer, 
no time…no worries.  Let those 
who know what they need, build it.

Discover, Click and Use

CorasNow adds immediate business value by allowing users to discover and use apps from public or private 
app stores.  You can select apps from the CorasNow public app store or from your own private, internal stores.  
The public store contains apps built by CorasNow and our partners. The private store includes apps built by 
individuals within your organization.

Model, Build, and Deploy

CorasNow lets you quickly model and build your apps.  Our Zero Requirements model ensures users are actively 
engaged in the design process and can see and use the app as its being built.  Builders leverage our no-code 
Visual Application Builder to rapidly build the first iteration, then rev it quickly as users provide feedback. The 
end result is a “co-developed” application that was built 75% faster than traditional models.

Drag, Drop, and Build

CorasNow gives you the ability to quickly create your own unique apps that meet your exact needs. And it lets 
you do it 75% faster than traditional methods.  Start from a template, or build from scratch, it’s your choice.  Our 
revolutionary Visual Application Builder is designed with “ease of use” in mind, and lets you create data tables, 
forms, views, user actions, charts, and dashboards…all without writing a single line of code.  Just drag and drop 
elements for a true “what you see is what you get” experience. 
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Have It Your Way –  CorasNow empowers business users 
to finally get the information and data they need, when 
they need it, and in the form they need it in.

Realize Immediate Value – Get started with CorasNow 
immediately using one of the apps included in the app 
store.

Reduce Time and Cost of AppDev - CorasNow is all 
about speed and simplicity. It significantly reduces the 
time and effort associated with getting apps into the 
hands of users.

Turn Anyone into a Developer -  No developer, no 
worries.  Our drag-and-drop, “what you see is what 
you get”  AppBuilder empowers everyone in your 
organization to build apps.  Stop waiting on IT.  With 
CorasNow, everyone is a “developer.”

Control Costs – No long requirements doc.  No 6-month 
development cycles.  No Shadow IT.  Cut time and costs 
by 75%.  Use our suite of management tools to gain 
greater insight into your application portfolio and where 
your app  dollars are being spent.

Accelerate Your Transition to the Cloud – CorasNow is 
a quick and easy step into the Cloud. Be up and running 
in minutes,  without IT. 

You Decide Where It Lives – CorasNow can run in a 
public, private, or hybrid Cloud.  You tell us where you 
want it to live, and we’ll make it happen.

Access from Anywhere – CorasNow is browser-based 
so users can access it from anywhere. Plus, all apps 
are mobile first, so you can interact with them on any 
mobile device.

Benefits

App Stores –  Discover and use apps from a public app 
store, or create your own internal app store. Discover, 
click, and use…it’s that easy to get started. 

Visual Application Builder – Build rich, data-driven apps 
with wizards and drag-and-drop.  Quickly and easily 
create data tables, forms, views, user actions, charts, 
and dashboards without writing a single line of code.

Application Templates – Quickly create apps using 
templates.  This makes it even faster and even easier 
to get apps into the hands of your end users.

DevExtensions Framework  -   Give developers the ability 
to extend any CorasNow application using HTML, CSS, or 
JavaScript, leveraging familiar web development tools, 
like KnockOut, Kendo, Bootstrap, and HTML5.

Integration –  Our robust integration framework allows 
you to connect to and work with data in almost any 
other application or database.

App Management –  CorasNow includes a robust suite 
of management tools that allows IT to catalog apps, 
manage the application pipeline, and rank and prioritize 
apps for budget purposes.

Mobile First  – Every application is designed to be mobile 
first. The responsive design means all apps render the 
way they should on any device - cell phone, tablet, laptop 
or desktop.

Integration with Microsoft Products – CorasNow is 
built on Microsoft Azure and integrates with many of 
the Microsoft Cloud technologies, including Office 365. 
Share data and documents to leverage your Office 365 
Active Directory. CorasNow also leverages SharePoint 
for document management.

Features



About CorasCloud

CorasCloud is a global leader in solutions that transform and improve the way organizations run and manage 
their business.  The company works with public and private organizations reaching more than one million users 
around the world to provide solutions that address individual and industry work management challenges.  
CorasCloud takes a “business-first” approach in helping customers build on a dynamic framework of applications 
and platforms to achieve unprecedented levels of operational efficiencies, accelerated time to market, and cost 
optimization.  For more information on CorasCloud, visit:

corascloud.com

info@corascloud.com  |  T: 1+ 866-580-3115  |  F: 703-797-1881


